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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Luis Fernando Gonzalez rojas has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cache
Cache: Costa rica was used in the 80 and 90 as an adjective to qualify someone handsome, well-dressed, for example if
it was some pretty shoes say one that fit those shoes, or if she was well-dressed said one good cache

injusto
Person without values or principles, not believer, and full of arrogance and haughtiness that justifies their acts corrupt
and believes that it makes well although knows what this making

ir hasta las cartolas
To them monthly statements is a said to express that something this full, that not of can aggravate nothing more, that
this until the stop, that this full, that not there is space

poner en clarto
Put in clear: speak or do things without excuses, without detours, so precise without justifications

pucha
PUCHA is an expression to exclaim that something went bad example: pucha be me poncho a tire, also says: bitch is I
burst a tire, either puchica wrong I am

tener clavo
You have nail: in costa rica is da when two people argue and be Contrarian with regard to an opinion, and they conclude
differently.   There are no nail: means that they have agreed and came to the same conclusion. Also there is another
phrase that says: to nail: used to say that problem

webiar
webiar is incorrectly written and should be written as " gueveo " being its meaning: is handling that make some with
friends or girlfriends, among others. Always with people's confidence, is the touching another person while are you
talking, in the head, arms, hands, face, legs, hair etc


